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1. Introduction 

Hypothetically, the UAV platform has great potential to perform numerous tasks such as monitoring the environment [1], 

massive building and structure inspection [2, 3], search and rescue activities [4, 5, 6] and others. Most of these tasks 

require the UAV to achieve a higher level of autonomy in its embedded system. One of the tasks in the autonomous 

system for the UAV is the operation to identify the appearance of any obstacles that are being introduced to the UAV 

and ultimately create a manoeuvre action plan. The obstacle detection and avoidance operation can be very challenging 

to the UAV platform, especially for a small-sized UAV. This is due to the payload capacity and physical size constraints 

of the UAV. Typically, the obstacle detection system for UAV depends on the type of sensors being installed onboard 

the UAV, which is either vision-based sensors or range-based sensors. Selecting the proper sensors to be placed onboard 

the UAV plays a critical role in the system operation, where each of the aforementioned techniques has its own advantages 

and disadvantages. For example, the vision-based sensor method can provide rich information regarding the bearing of 

the detected obstacles in the operating environment. However, the distance from the UAV to obstacles are poorly 

recognised and estimated. Besides, the detection will heavily rely on the texture appearance of the obstacle. Conversely, 
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range-based sensor is excellent in determining the distance value of the detected obstacle, but there is a lack of information 

about the location of the detected obstacle in the surrounding environment.  

Since most of the commercial UAVs at present are small in size, the development of the obstacle detection system 

becomes more complicated due to the mentioned constraints. As a result, the researchers need to find a balanced line 

between the performance of the system and the constraints by the UAV platform. UAV needs a robust obstacle detection 

system that can determine trusted safe path avoidance regardless of texture appearance, obstacles sizes and appearance 

of the obstacles introduced in the environment. This matter is especially vital if the appearance of the obstacles is 

unpredictable and moving dynamically in front of the UAV. On top of that, the system must perceive a robust distance 

value to obstacles, so that, warning for collision and decision for avoidance can be made. Although it may be possible 

for a larger UAV, it is still difficult for small UAV to achieve. Therefore, in this paper, we present a method to meet these 

needs and enhance the detection capability by integrating multi-sensors which are camera sensor and simple Lidar-based 

sensors into the system. We use LIDAR sensor as initial detection in term of detecting distances and queue for activating 

the camera. To detect the movement and direction of the moving obstacles in front of the UAV, we use the optical flow 

method and analyze the direction of the flow field vector in the image frames sequence. 

The focus of the research can be observed through these questions: First, would it be possible to integrate the range-

based sensor and vision-based sensor together into one detection system to enhance the performance of the detection for 

small-sized UAV? Secondly, how to detect  and avoid the obstacles that is appear suddenly in front of the UAV? Finally, 

will the proposed detection system able to detect and recognize the appearance of poor textured obstacle or textureless 

obstacle in the environment? 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 present the method from the previous work. The proposed 

obstacle detection system is decribed in Section 3. After that, Section 4 describe the implementation and experimental 

setup. Followed by result and discussion in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 is dedicated to the conclusion and future work 

 

2. Related Works 

Constraints that are mentioned above are the ultimate factors for the researcher to choose the vision-based sensor as the 

source of the environmental information for the obstacle detection operation. Most commercial UAVs are already 

equipped with the vision-based sensor, which is the monocular camera sensor. By using the proper vision algorithms, the 

appearance of the obstacle in the operating environment can be detected [7]. For example, [8] and [9] have employed the 

optical flow method produced by the image frames sequence to avoid any obstacle that can pose a catastrophic to the 

UAV platform. However, this method is only reliable and effective for centring the UAV in the operating environment 

and will not be able to detect unpredictable appearance of the obstacles. Besides, the optical flow method has poor ability 

in detecting the appearance of the frontal obstacle [10, 11].  

[12] uses edge detection to detect the free zones in flying environment. However, this method will be less reliable 

if the environment is fully textured. Another example is the feature size expansion [10, 13]. This method suffers from 

creating a trusted safe avoidance path after encountering the detected obstacle in the operating environment. It is unable 

to detect the free region available from the observed operating environment, whereby the safe avoidance path is thus 

assumed by the tolerance extension from the detected obstacle feature points. As a consequence, the path for the 

avoidance manoeuvre is not reliable considering any encountered obstacles will have random textures and features.  

In most cases, the vision algorithms available will depend a lot on the texture of the obstacles; if the obstacle surface 

is texture-less, it will not be able to execute the detection process. Moreover, previous vision obstacle detection and 

avoidance systems only focus on the detection of the obstacle that is situated ahead and directly in front of the UAV  [14, 

11, 10]. In relation to that, the UAV will be exposed to collision risk during mission operation considering the vision 

sensor does not contain any distance sensing capabilities. On top of that, the detection for sudden appearance of the 

obstacle is still a problem for the detection system. Considering that the vision-based obstacle detection system will 

highly depends on the computation of the vision algorithm in each consecutive captured image frames, the possibility to 

have latency on the computation in real time will be high [15]. In addition, the judgement towards the obstacle with 

respect to its estimated distance and bearing will also be negatively affected (real time effect). In order to work with depth 

estimation of the environment, researchers tend to employ the stereo vision sensor to relatively estimate the distance of 

the observed environment from the UAV, which includes the obstacles [16, 17]. However, the major problem for the 

stereo vision sensor is the length constraints of the baseline for both of the attached camera sensors, which in turn can 

decrease the accuracy of the estimation. In addition, the weight and size of the camera are also considered as problems 

for the stereo vision sensor system. 

Apart from the vision-based sensor, the range-based sensor [18, 19, 20] has also been explored by the researchers 

to be used in the obstacle detection system. Although the range-based sensor is very reliable in detecting the appearance 

of the obstacles in predictable and unpredictable  situation, most of the reliable range-based sensors (e.g. SICK, Hokuyo, 

Velodyne Puck and etc.) are heavy, massive, and very expensive to be practically used in a small-sized commercial UAV. 

Our approach uses integration of different based-sensor to enhance the capability of the system in detecting the sudden 

appearance of the obstacle in front of the UAV when compared to single sensor obstacle detection system. Our work 

analyzed the flow field vector direction derived from the optical flow method to detect the appearance of the obstacle. 
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3. Framework of Proposed Obstacle Detection System 

The framework of the proposed system contains three modules, which are the sensing module, obstacle detection module, 

and avoidance module as illustrated in Figure 1. In sensing module, there are 2 sensors used in the system which are 

LIDAR and monocular camera sensor. Apart from detecting the distance of the obstacle from the UAV platform, the 

LIDAR sensor will also acts as the safety device for the proposed obstacle detection and avoidance system by maintaining 

the safe distance from any objects. In addition, the capability of the LIDAR sensor to scan the environment is needed 

during the avoidance manoeuvre to ensure the safety of the avoidance path. The distance detection procedure will be 

applied to both situations which are predictable and unpredictable obstacle appearance situations. In this paper, only 

unpredictable obstacle appearance situation is discussed (obstacle detection module). 

For the vision-based sensor, the image frames captured by the camera sensor are used to detect the appearance or 

motion of the obstacle in the environment, so that, the distance and sudden movement of the obstacles can be observed. 

In obstacle detection module, the detection is achieved by analyzing the direction of the flow field vector derived from 

the optical flow method. After the obstacles in the image frame are identified, the free regions are developed to produce 

the path for safe avoidance known as the safe avoidance path. Finally, once the safe avoidance path is identified, the 

avoidance manoeuvre will be executed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 - Framework of the proposed obstacle detection system 

 

3.1 Sudden Obstacle Appearance Detection Operation 

The detection technique in the unpredictable obstacle appearance situation will be based on the observation of the flow 

field vector generated from the optical flow. The general process of the sudden obstacle appearance detection operation 

is shown in Figure 2. As can be observed from the figure, the sudden obstacle appearance detection technique depends 

on analysing the direction of the flow field vectors generated by the optical flow method (Lukas-Kanade algorithm). [21] 

and [22] stated that the Lucas-Kanade method is much faster in computation than the Horn-Schunck method.  

In order to generate or detect the presence of the flow field vectors in the surrounding environment, the optical flow 

method will be applied to the sequence of image frames captured by the camera sensor. In order to reduce the 

computational time and complexity of the proposed obstacle detection and avoidance system, it is favourable to activate 

the sudden obstacle appearance detection (optical flow detection) only after the obstacle is detected below than 150 cm 

range (distance of 150 cm is decided in predictable obstacle appearance situation). Hence, instead of computing the 

optical flow for every image frame sequence during the UAV operation, the optical flow will only be computed on the 

detected obstacle image frame sequence which is the image frame sequence after the obstacle is detected. 

However, it can become dangerous to the UAV when the detected obstacle stops from moving right after it was 

detected by the LIDAR sensor (see Figure 3(a)). If that scenario happens, the computed optical flow will most likely 

become unreliable to the proposed obstacle detection and avoidance system. This is because the direction of the computed 

optical flow can easily be swayed by the movement of the camera sensor from the UAV even though the obstacle is not 

moving or at rest. The proposed obstacle detection system must take into account this scenario to become robust and 

reliable. Thus, in the proposed obstacle detection system, the optical flow detector will be an active detection system, 

which means it will operate at all times during the UAV operation. The sudden obstacle appearance detection system will 
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use the image frame sequence before the detected obstacle image frame to compute the optical flow as illustrated in 

Figure 3(b). It is considerably more reliable and safer for the UAV during the operation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 - Flow of sudden obstacle detection operation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 - (a) The obstacle stop from moving right after the detection is initiated ; (b) The 

detection is activated before the obstacle is detected by the LIDAR Lite v3. Red arrow 

indicates the movement of the obstacle throughout the image frame sequence 
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system in a real-time application. In an effort to reduce the computational time and complexity, the image frame 

configuration will be configured to suit the real-time application.The image frame resolution in this particular situation 

will be reduced to 320 × 240. In addition, the optical flow detector only operates in specific ROI of the image frame, 

which is the centre area of the image frame. As seen in Figure 4, the ROI dimension consists of 200 pixels in width and 

240 pixels in height. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 - Selected ROI in the image frame for sudden appearance of the obstacle situation 

 

Unlike previous researchers [23, 8, 24], they employ the optical flow detector in their obstacle detection system to 

measure the depth of the surrounding environment, therefore, it is very critical to measure the optical flow all around the 

image frame, so that the overall depth of the surrounding environment can be interpreted. However, the depth of the 

environment or distance from the obstacle can easily be determined by the LIDAR sensor in the proposed obstacle 

detection and avoidance system. Therefore, the information about the distance of the obstacle to the UAV would not 

become an issue for the proposed obstacle detection system. The only problem for the proposed obstacle detection system 

is to determine which direction the obstacle will appear in front of the UAV. This direction information can be achieved 

only by observing the optical flow in the stated ROI without computing the optical flow in the whole area of the image 

frame. If the area of the ROI is increased, the computational time and complexity will be high. Meanwhile, if the area of 

the ROI is decreased, the direction information from the optical flow might be lost. On this account, the selected position 

and area of the ROI is assumed to be sufficient for the computation by the proposed detection system. 

The direction information by the optical flow is vital to the proposed obstacle detection system because this 

information enables the proposed obstacle detection system to decide which path the UAV should take to avoid the 

detected obstacle. Rather than only be able to detect and know the distance of the obstacle from the UAV, it is important 

to acknowledge the direction of the incoming obstacle as well. For example, if the obstacle suddenly appears and stops 

in front of the UAV and it is coming from the left side, then, it is safer that the proposed detection system creates the safe 

avoidance path away from the incoming obstacles, which in this case, is on right side of the UAV (see Figure 5). On top 

of that, the proposed detection system does not have the ability to determine the physical configuration of the incoming 

obstacle and thus, it will be dangerous for the UAV to go to the direction of the incoming obstacle for avoidance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 - Safe avoidance path when encountering the sudden appearance obstacle situation 

 

In general, when the UAV (camera sensor) moves forward through the environment, the optical flow vectors will 

displace away from the centreline of the UAV as illustrated in Figure 6. If an object moves inside this environment and 

towards the UAV position, the optical flow generated will be similar to the movement of the object. As a result, there are 

two focus of expansions (FOE) in the image frame sequence recorded by the camera sensor. FOE refers to a single point 

where all of the flow fields appear to be coming from. If there are multiple FOEs in the image frame sequence, which is 
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similar to a real situation when the obstacle suddenly appear in front of the moving UAV, the optical flows detected need 

to be analysed properly because it contains a mixture of flow fields between the detected obstacles and background. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 - (a) UAV moves forward with the object is static in the environment; (b) UAV moves forward 

with the object moves towards the UAV; (c) Observed FOE 

 

The ROI on the centre area of the image frame will be further divided into two sections, which are referred to the 

left and right sides of the UAV as illustrated in Figure 7. The direction of the optical flows in the x-direction (𝑉𝑥𝑛
𝐿 , 𝑉𝑥𝑛

𝑅) 
within these sections able to provide the direction of the incoming obstacle to the proposed detection system. 𝑉𝑥𝑛

𝐿 and 

𝑉𝑥𝑛
𝑅 refer to the flow field vectors in the left section and right section of the image frame respectively (within the ROI). 

When the obstacle is coming from the right side of the UAV, the generated optical flows will have a negative flow field 

vector in x-direction 𝑉𝑥𝑛
𝑅 and vice versa, when the obstacle is coming from the left side of the UAV. Once the obstacle 

suddenly appears in front of the UAV, the proposed obstacle detection system will identify the dominant direction of the 

flow field vector flows from the previous image frame sequence on both left section 𝐿𝑣𝐾  and right section 𝑅𝑣𝐾 .  

Since the requirement to compute the motion of the object or optical flow requires at least two image frames 

sequence, the proposed obstacle detection system compute the optical flow from five of the previous image frame 

sequence in order to become a conservative detection system. For example, during the UAV operation or mission, when 

an obstacle suddenly appears in front of the UAV and it is coming from the right side of the UAV, the right section of 

the ROI will contain a higher total number of negative flow field vector in x-direction for previous five image frames 𝑅𝑑 

than the total number of positive flow field vector in x-direction for left section 𝐿𝑑 in the previous five image frames. 

Therefore, the proposed obstacle detection system is able to recognize which sections contain the optical flow that 

is out of the normal or opposite from the flow field theory. In this case, the right section contains the flow field vector 

direction 𝑉𝑥𝑛
𝑅 that is opposite from the flow field theory and thus, the proposed obstacle detection system will perceive 

that there is an obstacle (sudden appearance) and it is coming from the right side of the UAV. Once the direction of the 

sudden obstacle 𝐷𝑠 is known, the UAV will execute the avoidance action by manoeuvring away from the detected sudden 

obstacle. 
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Fig. 7 - Direction of the optical flows from the selected ROI 
 

4. Implementation and Experimental Setup 

The platform used in the experimentation is the AR drone 2.0 elite edition, a low-cost UAV built by the company Parrot. 

This UAV was selected because it is a low-cost small commercial UAV available in the market and also has stable flying 

properties. Camera sensors used is the built-in UAV camera with 1280x720 resolution and horizontal field of view is 62 

degrees. However, we use a lower resolution (320x240) to increase the computation speed of the algorithm. For range 

sensors, LIDAR Lite v3 is selected. It is selected because the measured range is very accurate and high as compared to 

other sensors like Infrared and Ultrasonic sensors. Also, it is considered low-cost and small in sizes when compare with 

other wide scanning Lidar. Arduino Nano v3.0 ATMEGA328 is used to read and connect Lidar sensor to the system (see 

Figure 8). In this research, the primary tool or software that we used for analysis and calculation is Matlab 2017a. The 

software contains a computer vision system toolbox which makes it possible to use as tool development for our obstacle 

detection and avoidance system. Our entire algorithm processed on a ground laptop which is quad-core Intel i7 running 

Windows operating system. Communication and data transfer between UAV including LIDAR sensor and ground laptop 

are done by XBee radio module. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 - UAV platform configuration. (a) AR Drone 2.0; (b) Lidar Lite v3; (c) Camera sensor; (d) Arduino Nano; 

(e) Xbee Pro s1 
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In order to evaluate the performance and capability of the proposed system, a number of obstacle detection and 

avoidance experiments with different configuration of the obstacles have been carried out. All of the algorithm processes 

and computations will be carried out by the external ground station (Intel i7-2670QM processor) with the help of Software 

Development Kit V.1.1. The external software selected for the video streaming channel from the UAV are the FFmpeg 

and ManyCam. The obstacles used in the experiments are shown in Figure 9 and note that these introduced obstacles 

vary in sizes and textures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 - Obstacles used in the experiment. (a) Obstacle 1(good texture); (b) Obstacle 2 (good texture); (c) 

Obstacle 3 (poor texture); (d) Obstacle 4 (texture-less) 
 

The introduced obstacles will be brought directly in front of the UAV from either side (left side or right side) as 

depicted in Figure 10. Once the obstacle is detected, the proposed obstacle detection system will directly enter into the 

unexpected situation mode in which the sudden obstacle appearance detection operation will be executed (see Figure 2). 

Each of the experiment scenarios will be performed multiple times in real time for validation purposes. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10 - Experiment for unpredictable obstacle appearance situation 
 

5. Result and Discussion 

In this section, the results of the experiment for unpredictable obstacle appearance situation (sudden appearance of the 

obstacle) will be presented and discussed. The result of the real-time experiments for the second scenario is presented in 

Table 1. In this experiment, the success and failure of each run are measured by the ability of the proposed obstacle 

detection system to produce the desired manoeuvre decision for the UAV platform, which is manoeuvring away from the 

direction of the incoming introduced obstacles. The reason for this particular desired manoeuvre decision has already 

been discussed earlier in Section 3.1. As can be observed from the table, all of the obstacle cases have a relatively high 

success rate, which is about 70% - 90%. Regardless of the texture surface of the obstacles, the proposed obstacle detection 

system is able to produce reliable desirable manoeuvre decisions for the UAV platform. Even though some of the 

introduced obstacles are considered to have poor texture appearances on their surface, the proposed obstacle detection 

system was still able to detect the correct appearance movement of the obstacles. 
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Table 1 - Result of experiment 

Obstacle case Total Success Failure Success 
rate, % 

1 10 7 3 70 

2 10 8 2 80 

3 10 7 3 70 

4 10 9 1 90 

 

It is evident in the obstacle Case 4 (texture-less obstacle), where the success rate is the highest compared to the other 

obstacle cases. The high success rate for the obstacle Case 4 is due to the nature of the texture appearance itself. When 

the texture-less obstacle appears directly in front of the UAV from either side of the UAV as illustrated in Figure 11(a), 

a huge number of the flow field vectors will be generated on the edges of the obstacle rather than the surface itself. 

Therefore, the proposed obstacle detection system system will still be able to deduce the direction of the incoming 

obstacle from the flow field vectors located on the edges of the obstacle. In this case, a large number of positive flow 

field vectors are detected in the negative flow field region, which is the left section of the image frame. This behaviour 

indicates that there is an obstacle coming in front of the UAV and it is approaching the UAV from the left. As a result, 

the proposed obstacle detection system will create a safe avoidance path by manoeuvring the UAV to the left (moving 

away) until the UAV is safe and clear from the obstacle. Similar to the obstacle Case 4, the flow field vector detected for 

other obstacle cases will be a lot on the edges as well as on the surface of the obstacles (see Figure 11(b)). The flow field 

vectors detected on the surface depend a lot on the texture appearance of the obstacle. Ultimately, by observing the overall 

result of the experiments, it is safe to assume that the texture appearance of the obstacles will certainly not be an issue 

for the propose obstacle detection and avoidance system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11 - Unpredictable obstacle appearance situation. Left figure and right figure represent the actual 

image frame of the sudden obstacle appearance and flow field vector generated, respectively. (a) 

Texture-less obstacle appearance; (b) Textured obstacle appearance 

 

Most of the failures from the obstacle cases are due to the delay of the captured image frame sequence by the camera 

sensor. The streaming live video from the camera sensor suffers from the streaming latency of about 400 ms and it is 

inevitable. Apart from the streaming latency of the camera sensor, the latency is added with the execution of the sudden 

obstacle appearance algorithm for every image frame. As a consequence, when the obstacle is moving fast in front of the 

UAV, the camera sensor will not be able to capture the correct image frame sequence concerning the movement of the 
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obstacle. When the captured image frames sequence is incorrect, the flow field vectors and the direction of the incoming 

obstacle will be mistakenly computed by the proposed sudden obstacle appearance algorithm. An example of this matter 

is when one of the image frames from the image frame sequence does not contain any trace of the introduced obstacle as 

shown in Figure 12. Most of the vision-based obstacle detection system cannot handle this type of situation due to the 

inability of the vision-based sensor to determine the depth of the environment [10, 14, 25]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12 - Obstacle does not appear in the image frame sequence 
 

6. Conclusion 

This paper presents research work on the obstacle detection system for the UAV. The aim of this research project is to 

develop a robust autonomous obstacle detection system for small-sized UAV using multiple and different sensor-based 

integrations to tackle sudden appearance of the obstacle in front of the UAV. Previous works on this field are bounded 

by the major constraints of the UAV platform, which is the payload capacity and physical size constraints. There are two 

types of obstacle detection based, which is vision-based sensor and range-based sensor. These two obstacle detection 

based types have their own advantages and disadvantages. Due to the mentioned constraints, most of the previous obstacle 

detection system will only consist of one obstacle detection based. The proposed system solved these obstacle detection 

difficulties by merging both sensor-based together into a single obstacle detection system. In order to tackle the problem 

of the sudden appearance of the obstacle, the motion detection method alongside the output from LIDAR Lie v3 is used. 

The direction of the incoming obstacle is examined through the direction of the flow field vector in the image frame 

sequence captured by the camera sensor. The results of the experiments indicate that the proposed obstacle detection 

system is able to handle sudden appearance of obstacle situation with a high degree of success rate. It is found that, the 

proposed obstacle detection system is also able to create the safe avoidance path even though the texture of the obstacle 

cannot be detected. The contribution for this work is mainly on mainly on analyzes the flow field vectors pattern to 

estimate the direction of the incoming obstacle in front of the UAV platform. For future work, the method should be 

applied as a stand alone detection without interference from ground. This is possible by incorporating the detection 

algorithm using OpenCv from Python or C++ with the help of powerful microcontroller. 
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